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ax є VSí, . . . , ak e VSk. This formula, however, immediately implies that г]г(е) (а) ф 0 
for a Ф 0. which completes the proof. 
4.10. Proof of Theorem 1.14. We may obviously suppose that the sequence (4.1) 
has been chosen in accordance with the subsection 2.7. Let r < 1 be integer. By 
Proposition 3.6 there exists canonical isomorphism 
K' HIDR(Pl; R) ®R H*(&; К)Ѳг*=0 « HIDR(Pr; R) 
such that Ar(u ® 1) = jPi'*(u) for all elements u є HIDR(Pl; R), and by Lemma 4.2 
there is a canonical isomorphism 
(fir)M^: tf(r)(j2V Se) * HJDR(Pr; R). 
Further, the isomorphism gr of the subsection 2.7 induces an isomorphism Qry-
9(ir) ^ 9Ї a n ( i the induced isomorphism of cohomology algebras 
Qty.H*(Q^R)^H*(Q^;R) • 
obviously restricts to an isomorphism 
Q*0: H*(&; R)er^0 « H*(&\ Ä ) v « 0 
of the invariant subspaces of the representations 0* and ^*, respectively. It is easy 
to verify that the compositions 
K = Ы м ^ * ° ^r o (id ® (eio)"1) (1 < ^ < °°) 
have all the required properties. 
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